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(ABSTRACT)

Although contact problems with frictlon have received considerable

attention in recent years, analytlcal as well as experimental limita-

tlons have tended to obscure some of their essential features. All

the experimental techniques employed in the past lacked either required

sensitlvity or adequate spatial resolution for local measurements of

deformation near the contact surface. Further, most techniques also

did not allow the use of prototype material which is crucial for in-

vestigation of contact stress problems with friction. ln the present

study, a relatively new experimental method, which has been developed

at VPI & SU, is employed: high-sensitivity moiré lnterferometry.

Using a clearance pin-joint model made of prototype structural

material, Aluminum 707l—T6, studies on frictlonal phenomena between

the pin and plate are conducted to provide a comprehensive treatment

of the following subjects: slip-stick phenomena, variation of contact

zone, distribution of frictional force at the contact region, effects

of frictional shear stress on stress concentration, and identification

of slip amplitude. Experimental techniques and algorithms of analysis

necessary for the research are further developed. The results showed



a scrong xnfluance of Ericzion, including significanc differances in

cha load-increasing and load-dacreasing phasas.
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I

CHAPTER Z

INTRODUCTIOH

l.l Motivation and Survey of Previous Research

Many contact problems with fricrlon have received conslderable

atrention in recent years [1-36]. They abound in engineering pracrlce,

e.g., in bearlngs, pinned or bolted jolnts, turbine blade root connec-

tions, etc. [1,8-lll. A systemattc study of the physical interactions

ln frictional contact zones ls increaalngly belng requlred for safety

and longevity ln sophlstxcated englneerlng design. However, the

challenge being presented to lnvestlgators by the complex mechanism of

frlctlon ls becoming more acute due to the lack of aultable techniques,

both experimental and analytlcal [1,7,15].

Frictional shear stresses at the interface between two bodies in

contact are known to cause wear and fatigue crack lnitiation [2,5,33,

36]. Above all, in a mechanical or structural element which ls subject

to small-amplltude oscillating slip a damaglng effect arises on the

fatigue life of the components [lll. This effect is related to the

, phenomenon known as fretting. Frettlng ls defined as a process caused

by frlctlon occurring at the contacr surfaces under a normal load when

the surfaces experience cyclic tangential relatlve motlons of small

amplitude.

Frettlng fatigue occorring in multl—component structures and

systems which are subjectazl to vlbratlon or cycllc loadlng ls so likely

that the fatlgue behavior of such assemblages can be sald to be

l
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entirely detemined by the response of the contacting surfaces to

fretting [12,29]. Some researchers have reported cases in which

fretting has a devastating effect on the total fatigue life of the

components, reducing by as much as 90 percenr the crack initiarion

period; Ln many cases this represents most of the predicted fatigue

life [1,9,13].

However, there have been fervent controversies about the mechanlsm

‘ of fretting fatigue failure over the last quarter of a century [2,5,16].

Among many theories postulated, the abrasive pit-digging hypothesis

[9,10] and the frictlon-generated cyclic-stress frettlng hypothesis

[3,6,22,35] have been the two main branches in the disputes. Supporting

evidence has been presented to show that under various circumstances

each of the two mechanisms ls active and significant in frettlng damage,

whereas by the notable advances recently achieved Ln fracture mechanics,

it has become generally undersrood that the major factor in the

inltlation of fatlgue cracks by fretting ls the alternaring shear

stress occasioned by cyclic loading or oscillation [2,27,36].

The mechanism of frictional phenomena is so complicated that it

cannot be described ln a simple manner. The coefficient of friction

may vary according to the surface roughness and molecular adhesion

between che mating parts [7]. lt may also be Lnfluenced by surface

contaminatlon, and even by the magnltude of normal load [Z6]. with all

these compllcations it is not surprising that the laws of friction are

empirical, and the effects of friction at the contact zone, including

the consequences of non-constant friction coefficients and slip-stick

effects, must be determined by physical measurements. Experimental
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methods found in the literature, however, have not been adequate to

determine the detalls of local deformations in slip-stick zones, since

they could not satisfy lndispensable requirements, such as high sensi-

tivity and the use of prototype materials. Due to these experimental

difficultiea, the majority of the experimental lnvestigations into the

frictlonal phenomena have been focused on the observatlon of the

fractured or damaged surface tesulting from frlctlon rather than on the

observatlon of the frlctional stress mechanism in the process prior to

damage.

One of the typical examples of failure caused by frecting damage

can be found in the pin jolnts of places. Many researchers have

approached the pin-joint problem analytically as well as experimentally

[37-52]. ln numerous investigations, however, either the friction at

the interface has been lgnored, or the coefficient of frlctlon has been

assumed to be constant. Most numerical analyses have neglected che

elasticity of the pin by assumlng that it is perfeccly rigid, while

others have assumed a coslnusoidal radial-stress distribution ac the

contact region between the pin and the plate.

Many experimentalists attempted to verify the validity of these

assumptions or to extend che knowledge of the frlctional influence on

the strength of pinned joints of plates using various methods. Sttaln

gages were used to obtain che stress concentration factors around

pin-loaded holes, and developed to be widely applied as a powerful means

to measure the strain even at the high-strain gradlent regions, Photo-

elasticity has been the most popular technique in the experiments for

the pin join: problems [JB,&l,!«3,4•4,!•6,SO]. opllnger et al. [39]
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studied the strain and deformation field in pin-loaded composlte plates

using the moiré method. Wilkinson and Rowlands [47] investigated the

frictional behavior of mechanical joints in wood using coarse moiré

method and correlated the results to numerical predictlon.

Each of these experimental methods employed so far has certain

limitations, however. Electric strain gages have very high sensitivity

but inadequate spatial resolution for measuring the localized deforma-

tions at the contact zone. They give only pointwise discontinuous
‘

information of the deformation field averaged over the gage area.

Photoelasticity has a relatively low sensitivity. Further, because it

requires models made of photoelastic materials, it does not allow

studies on models of prototype structural materials. It must be noted

that the true stress states at the frictional interface cannot be known

without using the structural material, since material properties and

conditions at the contact surface are crucial factors in contact

stress problems. The grid method has been applied with rubber models

under very large deformations [G9]; it also precludes the use of

prototype structural materials. Geometrical moiré has been considered

suitable for measuring the displacement between the two surfaces of

contact, because it can be used with prototype materials, and can give

whole-field information about the deformation field. However, it

requires large deformation as well, since the gratlng frequency is

limited to about AO L/mm (1,000 L/in.). This is equivalent to a

sensitivity of ZS pm per fringe order. This sensitivity is of the

same order as the maximum displacement to be measured in most contact

problems. Geometrical moire is thus too coarse for this particular
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application. To summarlze, none of the above methods comblne the

requirements of high sensltivity and the capability of testing real

materials for successful experimental analyses of contact stress

problems.

On the other hand, Sproles and Duquette succeeded in achleving

high resolution and sensitlvity in measuring slip in a frettlng experi-

ment [JA]. A pair of dlffractlon gratings were attached to the

frettlng speclmens, and the sllp was measured at a point by a photo-

reslstor. The sensltivlty of measurements was 1.9 um. However, their

technlque was lacklng the spatlal resolution which ls needed for

detecting the distribution of slxp variatlon at the contact region.

Ruiz, Post, and Czarnek [$6] applied a more advanced method to

the lnvestlgatlon of the frictional phenomena occurring at the rurhine

blade root connection. They measured dlstributions of sllp, openlng

and closure along the contacting boundary with such a high sensitlvity

as a fraction of um. It was the first applicatlon of hlgh-sensitlvity

molré lnterferometry ro the frictional problem. High-sensitlvity molré

interferometry [S&,SS] is an optical technique that yields whole-field

contour maps (or fringe patterns) of Ln-plane displacement components,

U and V. The sensltlvlty of this method ls O.Al7 um per frlnge order

(16.4 pin./fringe order), which is in the sub-wavelength range of

light. High-sensitivity moiré interferometry offers unique potential

for the study of many types of two-body problems [53].

Specimen allgnment with the loading frame is another question

raised by the characterlstics of the friction problems of this kind.

A slight misalignment of the specimen, which is admissible ln most
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other experiments, would produce significantly erroneous results caused

by the torslonal friction around the pin. So far this detrimental

frtctlon inherent in the experimental system of pin joints has been

neglected by investigators due to the relatively low sensitivity of

techniques employed. Development of a new technique with high

sensicivity, however, necessitates designing of a special loading frme

which is compatible wich such a hlgh sensitivicy.

1.2 Objectives of the Present Research

Although contact problems with friction have received considerable

attention in recent years, analytical as well as experimental diffi-

culties have tended to stagnate the development of a powerful means to

look into the phenomena due to the extreme complexity inherent in

frictional problems. Some assumptiona and approximacions were used in

all numerioal or analytical techniques in order to simpllfy the

complicated two-body problem so that it may be solved. Many alternative

techniques for experimental investtgations were presented to find the

clue to che solution for frlctional phenomena. Key factors were

dlssected from the problem assisted by the keen observations of many

investigators. However, it is a unique characteristic of friction

problems that a small varlation in geometrical configuration or

material combinations Ln friction palrs can cause amplified dlfferences

in the results due to nonllnearlties of frictlonal properties of

materials. in order to understand the mechanism of frictlon and its

correlation to failures of mechanical or structural components, lt is

first imperatlve to justify or correct the assumptions and approximatlons
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employed ln the past analyses by a reasonably accurate experimental

lnvestigatlon.

The present study will discuss major dlfficulties and limltations

with the study of frlctxonal behavior of solids, and will be directed

toward the development of new techniques for the analysis of two-

dlmensional contact problems. A relatively new technique, high-

sensitlvity moiré interferometry, will be applied to this two body

‘ contact problem. High-sensltlvlty molré lnterferometry has been used

as a rigorous tool of experimental analyses for stress or strain fields

xn structures made of advanced modern engineering materials. It is

another major advantage of this method that any solid material can be

used in the test. An application of this versatlle technique to

friction problems of pin joints will be presented, and some prelimlnary

research work will be used as a basis for the analysis ln this study.

Many experimental investigations found in the literature are

based on the observatlons of contact surfaces on a micromechanics scale.

A scanning electron mlcroscope has been used to investigate the damaged

interface after the surface failure. The results obtained by post-

fallure observations of micromechanics have provided an Lnvaluable

foundation for the understanding of frlctlonal phenomena, On the other

hand, many prudent studies have been conducted on a macromechanical

scale on the same subject. Numerous numerlcal analyses have been con-

ducted ever since the advent of highly sophisticated computers, while

many experlmentallsts have applied various methods to thelr experiments

either to broaden their understanding of contact stresses or to verify

the assumptlons employed ln numerlcal analyses.
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Desplte this unprecedented progress made in two scales of

mechanics there is still a grey area left to be enlightened by a more

elaborate investigation. lt may be between the micromechanlcs of

material science and the assumption of continuum mechanics. The study

on effects of friction in this intermediate area between the two

poorly interrelated fields is urgently needed. The demand for more

convincing evidence to explaln the compllcated roles of friction is

acute due to the development of advanced modern engineering materials

and increasing applications to structures. Of course, a breakthrough

can be found empirically first. It may be achieved only by the develop-

ment of suitable experimental techniques. As mentloned earlier, exist-

ing techniques could not satisfy the requirements of high sensitivity

and spatial resolution, and of the use of test specimens made of real

structural materials. Based on these preliminary cbservatlons, the

needs for substantiating the behavior of friction motivated the follow-

ing study.

The first objective involves the design of the loading apparatus.

An application of high-sensitivity moiré interferometry for the two-

body frlction problem is another subject to study. The procedure and

the characteristics of the experiment are to be described in detail.

The next objective ls to find a method for data reduction. As

observed in the fringe patterns obtained from the experiments of

friction problems, highly localized frictional effects are characterized

by changes of fringe curvatures near the contact boundary. Conventional

methods of analysis for moiré patterns cannot be applied to the fringe

patterns showing highly localized frictional effects. These methods
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will be modified to cope wlth the problems in the analysis of the

data lnvolving contact stresses. The flnal objective ls the interpre-

tatlon of the reduced data. Relative dlsplacements will be measured

along the pin/plate boundary. Stralns wlll be calculated from the

measured dlsplacement data, and then stresses will be calculated using

the plane-stress constltutive equatlons. Shear and normal stresses

thus determined along the perlphery of the hole will be used to define

the contact region developed with increments of load. Slip-amplltude

dlstrlbution within the contact region will be another contrlbutlon

made by the present study for the elucldation of the frettlng mechanism.

Slip-stick regions will also be determined. Flnally effects of the

frlctional shear stress on the stress concentration will be compared

between the loading and unloadlng phases.

These objectives will be dlscussed in detail in the following

chapters. In Chapter ll, the experimental techniques are descrlbed. A

new idea for the design of a loading frame is presented. An appllcation

of molré lnterferometry to two-body contact problems ls detailed.

Chapter Ill contalns the development of a new method for data reduttion.

Use of the digltlzlng board to read the data from the fringe patterns

and semi-automatic coordlnate transformatlons lnto r
—

6 system are

discussed. A modlfled algorlthm of data analysis for moiré fringe

patterns ls lntroduced in this chapter. In Chapter IV, stress fields

are dlscussed ln cylindrical coordinates. Effects of frlction on

stress dlstrlbutlons are examined ln conjunctlon with the load levels.

The contact region at each load level ls determlned, Variations of

stress concentratlon factor during the loadlng and unloadlng phases
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are discussed in this chapcer. Slip-stick phencmena are measured and

discussed ln Chapcer V. Slip amplitudes are measured wich che

sensitivicy of sub-micron level. The sunmacions and conclusicns are

made ln Chapter VI wich recommendaclons for future works.



G-IAPTER II

EXPERIMENT

2.1 Introduction

WhLle high-sensitivtty moire Lnterferometry is very effective for

displacement measurements in continuous bodies, special difficultles

arise with two-body problems. The application of a specimen grating

for one—body and two-body problems Ls Illustrated Ln Flgure 2. As

shown in Figure 2.la, a drop of uncured resin Ls pressed between the

mirrorized grating mold and the specimen until Lt Ls cured. The phase

grating with a highly reflective surface Ls repllcated on to the

speclmen when the mold has been taken off. However, for the pin-joint

speclmens, where the main objective Ls to observe the frictional

phenomena at the contacting interface, this replicatLon_process raises

some troublesome questions. In this case the clearance between the

pin and the plate Ls filled with the resin during the process of curing,

as shown Ln Figure 2.lb. 'The resin entrapped Ln the Clearance may

change the frictlonal properties of the specimen material slgnificantly

at the interface.

An alternative to this method is to transfer the grating to the

two bodies of the specimen separately. Since the contacting boundary

can be kept from being contaminated by the resin materLal, this method

allows the true study of che friction mechanism of real specimen

materials. However, this immediately raises a question of allgnment of

the two separate gratlngs on the pin and the plate. The two bodies

ll
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must be kept in contact at Least ar a point to secure the contlnuous

Lnformation across the contactlng interface. It ls not difficult to

allgn the two gratlngs before the speclmen ls loaded. when the speclmen

ls Loaded, however, this allgnment may be dlsturbed because a perfect

alignment of the specimen Ln the loadlng frame Ls practlcally impossible.

In tests using pin and plate speclmens even the slightest mlsalignment

would be a serious problem, consldering the hlgh sensitlvlty of the

present technique. Uhen the specimen ls reoriented ln the loading
‘

direction to realign it, the plate speclmen will be subjected to rota-

tion relatlve to the pln fixed ln the Loading fixture. Thls would

cause addltlonal frictlon at the contact region, lncreasing uncertainty

of the experimental data. This problem necessltates the use of a

special loading device.

In thls chapter the geometry and material of the specimen is

brlefly discussed first. Then a special design of the loading frame ls

considered. After the optlcs of the experimental technique is

explalned, the procedure of the experiment ls specified.

2.2 Geometry and Material of the Speclmen

The experiment Lnvolves a thln, pin-loaded plate under a uniform

ln-plane load, as shown in Figure 2.2. The pln was given an undercut

to ensure the plane stress at the contactlng boundary for two

dimenslonal analysis of the plate. The pln has a stiff three-

dimenslonal geometry. As specified Ln Figure 2.3, the clearance

between the pln and the hole of the plate ls 0.00l inch.
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Figure 2.2 A chin place rescralned by a pin and subjecced co a

uniform, in-plane load.
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clearance fitted into the hcle of the plate.
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In che presenc scudy boch che pin and che place are made of

Alumlnum 7075-T6. Aluminum 7075-T6 ls one of che mosc popular

scruccural macerials applled in aerospace engineering. This macerial

shows a large elascic elongacion which is a favorable advanrage for

che applicaclon of high-senslcivicy moiré lncerferomecry. Ic also has

a large coefficienz of fricclon compared co ocher mecals such chac che

scruccure made of chls macerial ls prone co freccing damage. In che

experimenc, however, chis decrimencal condiclon of Aluminum 7075-T6

becomes anocher advancage for a good sample macerial co be used in che

cesc for che friccional effeccs.

2.3 Loading Frame

The res: speclmen and che loading flxcures are shown ln Figure

2.A. The pin is clearance ficced co che hole of che place speclmen.

Specimen gracings are replicaced on che pin and on che place around che

hole wichin che area of 1.5 inz. These specimen gracings are aligned

wich che opcical secup of molré incerferomecry ac zero-load level.

when che load is applied, che place specimen would be reorienced inco

che loading direcclon if che alignmenc had noc been perfecc. By rhis

rocaclon of che place specimen, che carrier paccern will be added co

che load Lnduced frlnge paccern, buc ic can be subcracced by adjuscing

che whole scruccure of che loading frame co che opcical arrangemenc.

The problem involved here ls che fricclon induced by che rocacion of

che place wich respecc co che pin. Slnce chis friccion is noc relaced

co che deformacion of che speoimen, ic musc be avoided. Prabhakaran

[A6] used a specially devised fixcure co load che pin ln his experi-

menr, obscrucring a small porcion of che area around che pin,
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In the present study the pin is fixed in a massive circular

dlsk fixture made of cold rolled steel. This flxture is then supported

by a pair of camrroller bearings to remove the rotational constraint

of the pin. By this configuration the relative rigid-body rotation

between the pin and the plate can be avoided while still allowing a

full-field view around the hole.

One may be concerned about the bending of the pln. If the pin

bends, the rellability of the data in the resultlng fringe patterns

would be questionable. The bending of the pin may be influenced by

the thickness of the plate and the load. However, the neck of the

pin is very stiff (Figure 2.3), the pin speclmen is fixed in the

sturdy disk flxture by press fltting, and this disk fixture is

designed with its central plane coincident with the central plane of

the plate. To confirm this argument, the stresses calculated for the

contact region were integrated to compare with corresponding applied

loads. The results will be shown in Figure &.l&, The equillbrlum

balance was very good, indicating uniform stresses through the thickness

of the plate, therefore precluding bending of the pin.

2.A Moiré lnterferometry

Hoiré interferometry ls a whole-field optical method using

coherent light to measure in·plane disolacements [SA]. Briefly. a high

frequency crossed-line diffraction grating is replicated on the

specimen surface using a special mold, as illustrated ln Figure 2.l.

The result is a thin--usually less than 25 um (0.001 ln.) thick--
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reflectlve phase grating firmly adhered to the specimen, deforming

together wlth the specimen surface. The speclmen gratlng ls observed

in an optical arrangement illustrated in Figure 2.5. Two beams of

llght, illuminating the speclmen grating at angles a and eo, form a

virtual reference gratlng. Its frequency ls f

-

(2 sin :)/1, where1

is the wavelength of the light. This reference gratlng lnteracts with

the specimen gratlng to form the lnterference pattern recorded ln the

camera. When the reference grating lines are perpendlcular to the x

axis, the pattern is a contour map of the x-dlsplacement field governed

by the relationship

u-éux (2.1)

where U is the x component of the in-plane dlsplacement at any point of

the speclmen surface, and NX is the {ringe order at that point.

A

In thls work, a crossed-line gratlng was applied in the x-y plane

with lines perpendlcular to the x and y axes. When the reference

gratlng lines were perpendlcular to the y axla, in·plane displacements

V were obtalned from {ringe orders Ny by

_ v -%Ny (2.2)

The frequency f was 2,AOO 1/mm (60,960 L/in.). An argon-ion laser was

used at wavelength O.5l& um (20.3 uln.) and 100 mw power. The optical

arrangement used in these experiments had two additional mirrors which

produced a virtual reference grating perpendicular to that of Figure

2.5. Individual patterns of NX or Ny were obtained by blocking the

light of the alternate virtual reference grating.
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Figure 2.5 Optical arrangauent for moiré intarfercmetry.
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2.5 Leading History

What is pursued in this research is the effect of frlction at

the contact reglen along the pin/plate boundary. To avold nonsteady

surface conditlons during the incipient running-in period, the specimen

is given prellmlnary cycllc loadlngs before the test. The loading

history ls shown in Figure 2.6. The dots on the last cycle represent

loads for which whole-field meire Lnterferometry data are taken. The

load was lncreased up to 1,980 1b. and unloaded to zero. Fringe

patterns of U and V displacements were taken at l7 points in the last

leading cycle. One of the typlcal fringe patterns ls shown ln Figure

2.7. At the contact reglon the fringe pattern shows some irregularities

on the pin and on the plate. These are due to the contact stresses

caused by the asperities on the contact surfaces.
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Loading Loade in Loading Loads in

Sequence lncreasing Phase (lb) Sequence Decreasing Phase (lb)

1 20 9 1,980

2 230 10 1,800

3 660 11 1,600

4 1,040 12 1,440

S 1,240 13 1,210

6 1,460 14 1,070

7 1,670 1S 630

8 1,840 16 210

9 1,980 17 40

P/Py

1.0---................................

9
0.8 ---·

0 10

7 11

6 12

5 13

4 14

15

16

1 17

U
1

Flgure 2.6 Loading hlscoryx The docs on che las: cycle represen:

loads for which Lhe whole-field moire-interferomecry data

were caken. Py ls che prediczed failure Load.
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CHAPTER III

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

As might have been implled by the high sensitlvity of moire

Lnterferometry and the number of load levels at which the pictures are

taken, there is a huge number of data poxnts to be analyzed. For

displacement analysis, these include the NX and Ny fringe orders and

x and y coordinates of the points along the inner and outer circular

boundary at all the load levels. For the straln analysis another set

of the same number of data points are needed. Furthermore, in the

analyses of frictlon problems, all the physical properties and

quantitles involved are expressed in the coordlnate system where the

two coordLnate axes are perpendlcular and tangentLal to the contact

boundary, respectively. Therefore, all the data obtained in x and y

coordlnate system must be transformed Lnto a cylindrlcal coordinate

system. Coordinate transformations on such a huge quantity of data

necessltate the use of an appropriate data acquisition system.

In the fringe patterns of Figure 2.7, it xs observed that

changes of curvature appear in the fringes near the contact boundary.

Uhen the curvatures of the frlnges are relatlvely large with respect

to the density of fringes, conventional methods of moire analysis

cannot be applled. For the two-body contact problems wlth highly

locallzed frictional effects, a new algorithm of moire analysis must

be developed.

Za
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3.2 Data Acguisitlon System

This system oonslsts of a dlgitizlng tablet, a cursor, and a

micro-computer. There are built-in electromagnetic fields in the

former two components, by which the coordlnates of the data points are

measured wlth a sensltlvlty of 0.001 in. Uslng enlarged pictures of the

fringe patterns and the magnlfying lens attached to the cursor, the data

points are easily located and dlgltized by the system with sufflclently

good accuracy. These raw data are transferred to the micro-computer,

in which the x~y coordlnate system is transformed lnto the r
—

9

coordinate system by the computer software made by the user.

3.3 A New Algorithm of Molre Analysis

At the contact zone, frlctional shear stress causes the curvature

of moire frlnges to change abruptly near the boundary. To calculate

for these hlgh—gradient stralns at the pin~p1ate boundary, a new scheme

must be devised to reflect these locallzed effects in the analysis.

Flrst, virtual fringes are drawn tangentially to the frlnges at

the boundary, as represented by the dashed lines ln Flgure 3.1. A

practical procedure of doing thls ls as followsc Flrst step is to read

the data on the fringe at the boundary point. Then the cursor is put

tangentially to the fringe at that point, and any other point on that

cursor llne ls located and digltlzed. The two data points registered in

the system will be used to define the virtual fringe, as represented in

Figure 3.1.

The chord length ;Dv between the points A1 and A2 can be

expressed as
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when Aöy 1e very small. Subscrtpt y 1nd1eares the v—d1sp1aeement

pattern from which the data are extracted, and R is the radiue of the

hole. Aeeum1ng that ADy Ls small, angles avl and ayz can be averagcd

over this arc length. Thua,

6 6
yl+y2-

-6 2
————————

-
6

-
6 3.2

y 2 vl vz
( )

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the boundary points A1 and A2,

respectively. AXY and AYY in Figure 3.1, x and y distances between the

two virtual fringes measured from the point A1, can be expressed as in

equatlons (3.3) and (3.A).

AXY
- ·

ADY ein Oy
-

ADY cos By cot ayz (3.3)

AYY
-

ADY eee By + ADY exn By ran wyz (3.6)

On the other hand,
AXYP

and AYYP, x and y distances between the

virtual fringes measured from the point A2, were obcained ae

AX
- -

AD e1n a
-

AD eos 6 ear o (3.3
YP Y Y Y v Y1

Y
-

AD 6 + AD 1 6 r 2 (3.wA
YP Y

cos
Y Y

e n
Y

an
Yi

On the aeaumprxnn that the v1rr¤a1 fringes are nearly parallel,

eqnatxon (3.7) Ls obtatned:

°v * °v
=> (2.7)

Y Z Y1 Yz

and
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:.xy = lxyp (3.8)

My ¤ AYYP (3.9)

Locallzed strain components are calculated by the following equations:

N
—

N
Y Y

N
-

Ny

§¤wheref is the frequency of the virtual reference gratlng, and Nyl and

Nyz are the fringe orders. Substituted by equations (3.1)
·

(3.9),

equations (3.10) and (3.11) become

N

Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y

However, since the virtual fringes are nelther nearly parallel nor quite

close to one another in some regions, equatlons (3.12) and (3.13) are

not yet suitable for practLcal purposes Ln those regLons. Only when

Aöy Ls very small, the approxlmations Ln equatlons above are valid. In

order to valldate the assumptions introduced above, ay and Ny can be

interpolated with respect to iv. An example Ls the plate near the

centerline of the specimen (Flgure 2.7) where the fringes are not

closely spaced along the boundary; additional fractional frlnges can

be sketched systematically between existing fringes such that the
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tncrement ANY ls sufflciently small, e.g. ANY

-

1/5 frtnge order. AN

Y

and ay can he assessed from these Lnterpolated functions, respectlvely.

Slmilarly, the strain components from U-displacement fringe patterns

can be obtained by the following equatlons;

au a
Mx 1 1

ex lex E sm 6 + cos e co: a
(LM)

x x x

¤
——AN"

J- (2 16)
ay ASX Rf cos ax + s1n ax tan ax

‘

By the equatlons (3.12)
-

(3.15) the stra1ns in x-y coordinate systems

are determined. These strains are then transformed into r
·

6

coordinate systems to obtain tr, :9, and vra. Using the constitutive

equations for plane-stress configuratlons, the stresses ar, :3, and

tra are calculated at the pin plate houndary.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-

STRESS ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

Stress fields involved with a clearance-fit pin joint are hlghly

nonllnear and compllcated in general. This complexity is caused by

the combination of the effects of friction and the nonllnear varlatlon

of contact geométry between the pin and the plate. The changing sense

of frlction during the loading and unloading phases of the loading

cycle adds to the complexlty of the problem. This chapter deals with

the lnfluences of friction and the changing configuration of contact

geometry. First, the straln flelds obtalned from the dlsplacement

patterns are used to ptoduce the stress fields along the pln/plate

boundary by Hooke's law. Stralns were determined by the algorithm of

section 3.3 along three different outside concentric circles and the

results were extrapolated to the true contact boundary to assess the

strains. See Appendlx A for basic data of all load levels. Stresses

in x-y coordlnate system are transformed into the cyllndrical coordlnates.

Variation of radial stress distribution at the contact region with

the load will be examined during the loading and unloadlng phases of

a cycle of loading. Effects of friction on the shear stress distri-

bution will also be investlgated, and the shear stress during each of

the two phases in the loading cycle will be compared. Contact region

wlll be determined by the boundary condition that the radlal stress

and the shear stress are zero where the pin and the plate are not in

30
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contact. The hoop stress distribution will show another feature of

the stress flelds at the pin jolnt of plates with the changing sense

of frictlon. Factors of stress concentration will be measured using

the maximum tensile stress. Also the vsriation of the location of the

maximum stress with loading will be investigated.

4.2 Prelimlnary Analysis of Displacement Patterns

Fringe patterns in Figure 4.l
-

4.2 show the characteristlcs of

U and V—displacement fields at the load level of 1240 lb. These

patterns were taken during the first half of the loading cycle, 1.e.,

load-increasing phase. The numbers shown in the figures are the

fringe orders. U and V dlsplacements are calculated by the equatlons

(2.1) and (2.2).

one of the unique features of contact problems is that the

compressive normal stress and the frictlonal shear stress at the

contact region are not independent of each other. Due to geometrical

configurations between the pin and the plate, the deformation of the

plate is larger than that of the pin near the boundary. As a result

friction arlses from the relative dlsplacemencs at the contact region.

During the phase of increaslng load the frictlonal forces may act on

the interface in the opposlte sense to the loading direction. Subse-

quently, during the second half of the loadlng cycle, l.e., load-

decreasing phase, the sense of the friction may be reversed affecting

dlsplacement fields slgnlficantly. ln Figure 4.3 two fringe patterns

for V-displacement obtalned almost at the same load level for load-

increasing and load-decreasing phases are compared with each other.
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It can be seen that the maximum fringe orders are distinctly different

between the two phases of the loading cycle.

4.3 Radial Stress and Shear Stress

Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of radial stress vr at the pin/

plate interface for a few load levels during the load-increasing phase.

gr has the maximum value near the axis of symetry. The shape of the

curve changes sllghtly with the increase of the load in the manner such

that the stress/load ratlo is decreased near the axis of symmetry. This

can be explalned ln congunction with the frictional shear stress

developed at the contact region, as shown in Figure 4.5. The load on

the plate is supported by the normal stress or and the shear stress trg

at the contact boundary between the pLn and the plate. with the expan-

sion of the frictional shear stress reglon to a larger angle the load

bearing effect of the shear stress increases, and the normal stress is

mitigated at lower angle of contact in order that the force equillbrium

condition shall be satisfied. This argument ls supported by the stress

distrlbutlons during the load-decreasing phase of the loading cycle. As

shown Ln Figure 4.6, it is observed that the magnitude of the radial

stress gr has lncreased relative to that of the load-lncreasing phase.

ThLs Lncrease is attributed to the changed distribution and sense of

the frictional shear stress
tra,

as shown in Flgure 4.7. As the load

Ls decreased from the maximum value, the reversed sense in the relative

tangential displacement at the contact region gives rise to the reversal

of the sense of friction. However, as demonstrated in Figure 4.7, the

reversion does not occur in a global sense over the entire contact
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region. The change of slip ia the opposite direction occurs initially

at the end of the contact region, and the region of negative shear

stress is expanded into the region of the lower contact angle. The

radial stress increases to compensate for the loss of support by

tangential shear at the contact region satisfying the force equilibrium

condition. This argument is convinced by Figure 4.8, in which the

curves provide a good comparison of the stress distributions between

the two phases of loading cycle. The radial and the shear stresses are

plotted against the angle for both the loading and unloading phases at

nearly the same load levels. Hith the changed sign of rrg during the

load·decreasing phase lt is observed that the cr curve ls llfted upward

to satisfy the force equilibrium conditions.

4.4 Contact Region

One of the most challenging problems in the study of the

frictional phenomena of pin jolnts ls to measure the contact region

between the pin and the plate. The information on the contact region

varying with load levels ts also very important for the analytical

study. This will provide, in Chapter V, a guideline to determine the

slip amplitude.

Once the radial stress distribution is obtained, the limit of

contact region can be defined where the normal stress becomes zero

since the free surface should be stress free in normal direction. In

Figure 4.9 the contacc region is shown by the contact angle versus the

load for the whole cycle of loading. A noticeable difference in the

size of the contact region is observed between the loading and
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unloading phases. The friction at the contact region, actihg as the

constraint against the relative motion between the two bodies of the

speclmen, causes the deformation-lag between the two halves of the

loading cycle. As the curve in Figure 6.9 shows, the contact region

ln the unloadlng half of the load cycle is larger than that of the

load-increaslng phase. Maximum difference of the contact region was

observed naar the load level of 500 lb at the angle around SO'.

6.5 Hoop Stress

Figure 6.10 shows the hoop stress oa along the clrcumference of

the hole at the load level of 1260 lb. The curve of solid line

lndlcates the distribution of oa during the load lncreaslng phase and

the dashed line represents the load-decreasing phase.

When the load is lncreaslng oa has the negative value for the

contact angle less than 28 degrees. This is caused by the large value

of compressive radial stress and the frictional constralnts from the

pin. The maximum slope of oa curve ls obtained just outside of the

contact region where there is no frictional constraint from the pin.

Tt must be noted that the hoop stress within the contact region is

influented by the slip between the pin and the plate. By the sllp, the

fricttonal constraints are released to allow the hoop stress to

Lncrease.

The hoop stress shows a different behavior when the load ls

decreased from the maximum value, 1980 lb. First, lt ls notlced that

the slope of the curve is decreased as a whole. As a result the

maximum hoop stress is reduced slgnifltantly. This.phenomenon is
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caused by the reversed sense of the frictional shear stress.

At the lower angle of contact a positive value of oa is observed.

The accumulated slip at the maximum load is considered to generate the

tenslle stress os at the decreased load level due to the predominant

stick phenomena obaerved during the load decreaslng phase and also due

to the decreased radial compression.

&.6 Stress Concentratlon Factor

ln most practical cases, the maximum tenslle stress is the most

crucial variable to determine the strength of the plate wlth a hole.

While the stress concentration factor is constant for the plate with a

hole without the pin, the nonllnearitles lnduced by the changing contact

configuration and the variation uf frictional effects cause dlfflculties

for the stress analysis of the pin jolnts of plates.

Even though there is no remarkable shiftlng of the location of

the stress-concentration point with the load levels, it is observed

that the magnitude of the stress concentration factor is a function of

loading. ln Figure &.ll the stress concentratlon factor Ls plotted

with respect to load levels for the entire loading cycle. The strong

dlfferences of stress concentratlon factors between the two phases of

loading cycle is caused by the changed direction of frlctlonal contri-

butlon to the deformation field.
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A.7 Discussion

There were not found any compsrable data on the stress dlstrl-

butlon ln the llterature obtalned from experlmental analyses wlth the

same condltlons as ln the present study. Analytical studies of Klang

(52] lnclude frlctlon, clearance flt, elastlc pln, and both lncreaslng

and decreasing phases of load. Hls study provides good results for

comparlson wlth the present study, though he used an lnflnlte plate

model. Only the results whlch show a remarkable dlsagreement are

consldered here.

In Figure A.12 shear stresses are shown for the unloadlng phase.

The assumptlon ln the analytlcal study as seen in the work of Klang ls

that the slgn of the shear stress is fully reversed immediately after

the unloadlng starts, However, as shown by the curves of experimental

results, the slgn of the shear stress is progresslvely reversed wlth

unloadlng until lt ls reversed all over the contact region whlch ls

reduced to a small region at a low load level.

In Flgure A.l3 hoop stresses are shown for both loadlng and un-

loadlng phases. Durlng the load lncreasing phase the maxlmum hoop

stress appeared where the angle Ls 86 degrees. However, after the onset

of unloadlng, the point of the maximum hoop stress was shlfted to the

point of 90 degrees, Moreover, the shape of the curve changes wlth

load levels even ln the same phase of loadlng cycle, whlch ls not

consldered ln the analytlcal works.

The stress concentratlon factor ls not constant wlth load levels.

ln the results of experimental study of Frotht and Hlll [37], as shown

ln Figure &.ll, the varlatlon of the concentratlon factor was not
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mentloned. However, the concentration factor varies with the load and

shows a totally different behavior when the speclmen 1s being unloaded.

These are the combined effects of changing contact region and the sense

of frictional sheat stress being reversed progressively. The magnitude

of the concentratlon factor was found to be larger in the present study

than that of Frocht and Hill.

To confirm the flexural rlgidity of the pin, which was a matter

of concern due to the cantilever type loading configuration, the axlal

components of stresses along the hole boundary were integrated for

comparison with the load. They showed a reasonable agreement over the

whole load range, as presented in Figure A.l&. Considering the band

of uncertainty which is xntrinsic in the reduction of experimental data,

this disagreanent is regarded to be admissible.

Heyllger [58] used the displacement data along the periphery of

the hole as the boundary conditions for his finite element scheme. The

data was collected from the same experiment of the present work. The

results of Heyliger's work are compared to those of the present work as

shown in Figures &.&
-

&.S. The dlscrepancies between the results of

Heyliger and the present work are remarkable, which might have been

caused by the method of analysis. The compresstve radial stresses are

comparable with each other as plotted in Figure &.&, but the shear

stress distribution of Heyliger does not show the zero value outside

the contact region.

Initial deformations of the specimen grating at the boundary were

considered to be caused by scraping in the process of specimen grating

replicatlon. To avold this anomaly, strains were determined by the
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algorlthm of section 3.3 along three dlfferent outside concentrlc

clrcles with the radlus lncrement of l.Z mm, and the results were

extrapolated to the true contact boundary on the assumptlon of quadratlc

varlatlon ln radlal direction.

The shear/normal stress ratlos are plotted agalnst the angle for

the loading and the unloadlng phases at nearly the same load levels ln

Flgure &.lS. Varlatlons of stress ratlos are interrelated to sllp-

stlck phenomena which will be dlscussed ln Chapter V. Durlng the load-

lncreaslng phase nearly all the contact region ls the slip region, and

the ratio cannot have the maxlmum value larger than the klnetlc coef-

ficlent of frlction. As plotted by the dashed llne in Flgure h.l5, the

magnltude of the negative ratio has the maximum value at 60 degrees

which ls the transltion polnt between the slip and the stick regions.

Thua, the kinetic coefficlent of frictlon ls 0.23, and the statlc

coefflclent of friction ls 0.33.

This represents the contact condltlon of thls experiment. The

hole in the plate was bored with a single-pointed tool to a very flne

machlne flnish and the pln was turned ln a lathe to a flne flnlsh.

After repllcatlon of the gratlnga on the (noncontact) surface, the

contact surfacee were prepared by scraplng with a soft scraper and

cleaned by aolvents
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CHAPTER V

SLIP MEASUREMENTS

5.l lntroduction

One of the most serious effects of frictlon ls fretting.

Fretting is defined as a process of wear and fatigue occurring between

the two surfaces having tangential relative motion of small amplltude.

A syst—»at1c study of the frettlng process requires that each of the

variables in a frettlng experiment be carefully measured. The relative

motion of the two fretting surfaces is difficult to measure accurately

because the amount of relative motion is small. Furthermore, the slip

Ls not uniform over the contact region due to the elastic deformation

of two bodies in contact. In order to obtain a value of slip in a

fretting experiment, various methods have been employed, optical as

well as mechanical [2a,3&I. However, none of these offers the high

sensitivlty or spatial resolution needed for measuring the distribution

of slip. Besldes, the mechanlcal system to measure the slip amplitude

employs a few mechanical meubers. The deformation of the members and

the relative displacements at the connections are of the same order of

magnitude as the slip amplitude to be measured. There has been some

controversy in the literature on wear rate and frertxng fatigue, and

lt has been pointed out that this may be due to difficulties in

accurately measuring slip amplitude. Especlally, slip measurement

along a curved interface, e.g., the contact region between the pin and

the plate, is very difficult to measure with conventlonal methods.

Su
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Fretting fatlgue between the pin and the plate, or pin-log

system, has long been a challenging problem to many lnvestigators, and

lt has come to be generally agreed that the sllp amplltude and the

contact stress are the important factors to deflne the frettlng

phenomena. Nonetheless, there has been no serious attempt to measure

the slip and slip amplltude at the contact region due to lack of

appropriate techniques.

In thls chapter, using the method of slip measurements presented

Ln Appendlx B, the sllp-stlck phenomena will be discussed. Then the

slip amplltude will be deternlned by the graphlcal method. Slip

amplltudes wlll be correlated wlth contact stresses and load levels.

5.2 Slip-Stick Phenomena

The high resolution and sensitivity of molré lnterferometry

employed ln the present study allows the measurement of slip and non-

uniform distribution of its amplltude over the contact reglon with

sensitlvlty of a fraction of mlcron. Using the method of Appendlx B,

sllp-stick reglon ls first defined as shown ln Figure 5.l. Tangentlal

dlsplacements ln both the pln and plate were determined along their

mutual boundarles from the fringe patterns, and the relative dlsplace—

ments were calculated. The curves of the relative tangentlal displace-

ment are shown for each load level during the load—increasing phase of

the loading cycle. Uslng the result obtalned ln Figure A.9, the contact

region ls Lncorporated into Figure 5.l. The relative tangentlal dis-

placement whlch occurs after the two surfaces come into contact is the

slip. Curve A indlcates the limit of the contact region at each load
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level. The slip is measured from this curve upward. The sections

where any two loading curves are overlapped represent the stick region

between the two load levels. The stick regions are not observed except

for the region near the initial contact point.

The slip amplitude can be obtalned by measuring che height in

the shaded band formed by the two curves (curve A and the AU curve at

any load level) as explained in Appendix B. In Figure 5.2 the curves

are the slip initiatlon curve and the curve for the final load level

l980 lb, respectively. Slip termination curve is defined by the maximum

load applied to the specimen, while the slip initiation is fixed in the

graph, determined by the points at the outer limit of the contact region

at each load level.

Another family of curves showing slip-stick regions can be

obtained from the load-decreasing phase as shown in Figure 5.3. It is

observed that the two graphs in Figure 5.l and 5.3 look quite different

from each other. when the speclmen is being unloaded, a large stick

region ls developed between the pin and the hole of the plate. In

splte of the larger contact region during the load decreasing phase,

che slip amplltude is smaller chan in the load-increaslng phase, which

is attributed to the large stick region. Furthermore, the slip occurs

at relatively low load levels, that is, with small contact stresses.

The dlstributions of slip amplitudes are plotted in Figure S.;

for the whole cycle of loading and unloadlng.

The point of maximum slip amplitude also varied with the maximum

load level for the specimen used in the present study. Figure 5.5

shows the location of the maximum slip amplitude which varies with the
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load levels. The maximum slip amplitude was 22.5 um at che angle of

63 degrees for the specimen in this study.

5.3 Discussion

Accurate measurements of cycllc slip during frecting experiments

have been a slgnificant problem ln studies of frettlng phenomena. The

optical measurement technique used in this work not only allows the

high sensittvity up to sub-wavelengch levels, but also allows the

spatial resolution to obtaxn the whole-field view of the slip-stick

phenomena.

The measured distrlbutxons of slip and slip amplitude changing

w1th the load indicate the importance of an accurate measurement of

slip in a frettxng experlment.

The stick was not observed during the load-increasing phase of

the loading cycle, whereas the stick region was sustalned during the

load-decreaslng phase over a large step of unloading. This observatlon

Ls of great importance in building a model for the analysis of the

fretting process, One of the features common to many proposed models

of the fretting phenomena is the proposal that welding occurs between

the two surfaces, and the subsequent breaking of such welds results in

the removal or transfer of surface material. In the present study the

slip did not vary monotonously wLth load during the load-decreasing

phase due to the tenacious stlck at the contact region. Thus the

present result indicates that welding may occur mainly during the un-

loading phases.
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A recent lnvestlgation into the relationship between the fatlgue

life and a fretting damage parameter k, defined as cr rra As, has been

established by Boddlngton and Ruiz using the dovetail-joint model of

turblne-blade root connections. Using the maximum stresses and slip

magnitude, the variation of the parameter k is obtained with respect to

the contact angle 9 as shown ln Figure 5.6, Parameter k has the maximum

value at S2 degrees, which Lmplles that the frettlng damage ts most

likely to occur at 52 degrees with cyclic loading.
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CHAPTER VI

SUHMAIION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.l Summation

An optical technique, molré interferometry, was applled to study

the fricrional phenomena around the pin joints of plates. Stress

fields along the interface between the pin and the plate, variation of

contact reglon with load lncrements, and sllp—stick phencmena were

measured.

(1) Stress Fields

The radlal stress Lncreases with load during the load—lncreasing

phase, but the rate of increase is not the same all over the contact

region. Due to the frictlonal constraints the deformatlon at the lower

contact-angle region is restricted, and the lncreasing rate of radial

compresslon ls small in this region. During the load-decreasing phase

the changing direction of frictlonal force influences the radial stress

field. At any load level, the radial stress is larger in the load·

decreaslng phase.

The change of shear stress (tangential to the contacting surface)

is reversed during the load-decreasing phase. This is due to the

reversed sense of relative cangentlal dlsplacement at the contact

region. However, the change of the magnitude of shear stresses occurs

progressively with the decrease of load. This contrasts with the

assumptions of other investigators who conclude that the direction of

the frictlon force changes immediately with the onset of unloading.

65
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Hoop stresses along the circumference of the hole is also in-

fluenced by frxctlon. The hoop stress increases with the contact

angle and load level durlng the load increasing phase. The hoop

stress ls observed to attain the maximum value at the angle 86° for

the load-lncreasing phase. Then when the load la decreased from the

maximum level, the tangentlal deformation of the hole returning back to

the state of lower load level is restrained by the reversed shear

stress. The value of the hoop stress at the non-contact region is

decraased rapldly, while within the contact region, the decreaslng rate

of the hoop stress 1s very small, which is attrlbuted to the stick

phenomenon between the pin and the plate.

(2) Stress Concentration Factor

The polnt of maximum hoop stress was at the angle of B6° for the

>

load-lncreasing phase. Ey many investigators the point of maximum

hoop stress was predicted near the end of the contact region. However,

the results of the present work differs from those predictions. lt was

observed in the present study that the maximum hoop stress ls achleved

at B6° without regard to the size of contact region, or load level.

During the‘load-decreasing phase the stick phenomenon within the ·

contact region and the reversed shear stress direction caused the

maximum hoop stress to be relleved significantly. ln thls case the

maximum hoop stress is achleved at 90“.

Stress concantratlon factors were Lnfluenced by the geometrxcal

configuration, i.e., changing contact regions, and by the shear

stresses ln the contact region.
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(3) Contact Region

Maximum contact angle obtained at the load level of l975 lb was

85 degrees. Contact reglons of che load decreasing phase were larger

than those of the load decreasing phase due to the frlctlonal constralnts

against the relative deformatlons between the pin and the plate.

(4) Slip Amplltude

Slip occurs with different amplltudes between the two phases of

the loading cycle. In splte of the larger contact angles during the

load-decreaslng phase the slip amplltude ls smaller than during the

load-lncreaalng phase. lt ls explained by the stlck phenomena which

occurs at high load levels.

6.2 Conclusions

Molré lnterferometry has been applied for measuring frtctlonal

phenomena around the pln-jolnts of plates. From the experimental

analysis, the following concluslons are drawn.

(l) The measurements of the relatlve deformatlons between the pin and

the plate can be easily achleved wlth a sub-wavelength resolution.

(Z) The algorlthms developed have been shown to be effective.

(3) Stress concentratlon factors are greatly different between the

two phases of loading and unloadlng.

(A) The slgn of frlctlonsl shear stress ls reversed gradually from

the outer limit of contact region as the unloadlng progresses.

(S) Radlal compresslve stresses are larger dur-ln; the load-

deegeasiag phase than during the load-lncreasing phase.
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(6) Variation of contact region does not alter che locaclon of the

stress-concentration polnn

(7) Stick phenomenon ls prominent during the load-decreasing phase.

6.3 Recommendationa

The principal alm of the present study was to provide experimental

evidence of the influence of friction around the pin joint of places.

Although lt was not intended to be an exhaustive survey of all

branches of the subjects, the following recommendations will offer a

more comprehensive understanding of the frictional phenomena around the

pin joints of places:

(1) Use of a large plate with negllgible end effects for the

comparison with che theoretlcal results.

(Z) Use of lubrlcants for absolute measuremencs of frictional effects.

(3) Preparstion of the contact surfaces free of contamlnatlons.

(A) Fatlgue tests to compare the results of stress analysis with the

post-failure results.

(5) Different materials of speclmens.
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APPENDIX A

BASIC DATA

Frlnge patterns are the basic data for the analysis. At lower

load levels the fringe patterns are nc: symmetrlc. The dlssymmetry

of the patterns ls caused by the relative magnirude of the perturbed

allgnment of the specimen compared to the magnltude of loads. lt is

decreased with the increase of loads as shown in Figure A.l
-

A.Z,

and al higher load levels the influence of these fluctuatlons becomes

negligible.
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APPENDIX B

IDENTIFICATTON OF SLIP-STICK REGIONS

Representatlve curves of relative tangentlal dlsplacements Aue

are shown in Figure B.l as a functlonof angle B. Dashed portlons of

the curves represent AUS tn the non-contact region, which has no

meaning wlth regard to the slip-stick phenomena under discussion.

Points A and B in Figure B.l are end llmlts of contact regions at each

of the corresponding load levels. The section OA of curve I represents

the total AUS which has occurred from the lnitlal state of zero load

whether or not the two bodies have been ln contact with each other.

That ls, in the frlnge pattern obtained at thls load level, AUe

registered prior to actual contact of the pin and the bore of the hole

is included. Therefore, the curves of AU9 in Figure B.l represent

relative tangential dlspalcements, including the virtual slip occurred

before actual contact of pin and bore of the hole which must be

subtracted frau the total AUB to obcaln the actual slip. However, che

common sections of the curves, OC and OD, deflnltely correspond to no-

slip regions caused by stlcklng of the contact surfaces. Points C and

D lie within the contact region dlfferentiating between the slip and

the stlck regions at each load level of I and ll.

The magnitude of slip, AS, is defined as the changes ln relative

tangential dlsplacements of the two contacting points, which occurred

after they came into contact with each other. That Ls,

AS
-

Auen -
Auer <s.1>
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A,B: Outer limits of contact zones at

load levels I and II

C,D: Points between slip and stick regions

AU9

D
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° 1 III
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Figure B.l Graphical scheme to Ldentlfy slip-stick regions.
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while the two surfaces remain in contact.

It is rather complicated to demonstrate the amplltude of slip by

a graphical scheme, since slip and stick regions change their slzes

and locations according to the loads. To find the magnitude of slip,

AUG curves at different load levels are compared with one another.

Polnt A in Figure B.l may be taken, for example, which is an end limit

of the contact region at load level I. AUÜA Ls xnterpreted as the

relative tangential displacement accumulated by the deformed pin and

the plate untll the two points at angle SA make the first contact. No

net slip has occurred at point A so far. An additional increase of

load to level II gives rise to the increase of contact region from OA

to OB in Figure B.l, while the relative tangential displacement at

angle 9A attalns
AUaAl,

Then the magnitude of net sllp of the points

at angle AA can be determined to be
(AUaAl

- AUGAÖ at the load level

Il. At other points on the curve section OA, however, net slip cannot

be obtained, since AUG at the state of initial contact is yet to be

known for reference. Now, by the increased load of level III, slip ls

advanced ro
<AUaAZ

-
ABBA).

A more descriptive graph can be brought forth, as shown ln

Flgure 5.2. Figure 5.2 lllustrates a band of slip amplitudes developed

with the phase of load increase tn an arbitrary loading cycle. The

slip initlation curve consists of the points of AUG measured at the

outer limits of the contact regions which extends with every load

lncrement. The distribution of AU9 registered in the fringe pattern of

the maximum load constitutes the slip terminatlon curve in Figure 5.2.

The slip amplltude at any point within the contact region can be
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Figure B.Z Graphical schema ro maasure cha ampllzuda of slip.

Slip-amplicude band is enclosed by zwo curves, slip

Lniclaulon curve and slip-cerminacion curve.
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decermlned by the vertical distance between these two curves at the

corresponding contact angles of the points. The assessment of load at

any point in the sllp band can be done by the lnterpolation of the

curves of load levels obtalned.

During the load-decreasing phase the curve of the maximum load

level becomes the slip inltiation curve. In this case the directlon

of slip is reversed ln its sense. Slip wLll termlnate when the two

points in contact are separated. Thus the curve formed by the end

limits of contact region becomes the slip-cermlnation curve. As shown

in Chapter IV the two contact regions of the same load levels for the

two phases in loading cycle do not coincide.
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